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Students' pranks violate tire safety rules
By TERESA CAVINESS
It's four a.m., and you are suddenly awakened
by a blaring fire alarm.
After trudging from the dormitory into toe
winter night, you huddle with other dorm
residents, trying to keep warm.
Soon the alarm ceases and you hear someone
yell that it was only a false alarm, pulled by some
prankster.
Prank fire alarms are meant to be
mischievious—interrupting sleep, meetings or
studying— but they are also dangerous, according
to Richard Garber, the university's safety coordinator.
Ignorance of fire safety methods is not as much
a problem as'students' failure to treat fire
situations seriously, he said. Prank fire alarms,
for instance, violate university policy and a state
statute.
HOWEVER, university-related persons are not
the only culprits of such pranks. Non-residents,
such as visitors or Harrisonburg residents, also
set off the alarms.
Fire safety and prevention lectures are conducted in all of the dormitories each year and
residence hall staff members are trained in such
procedures before students arrive in the fall. This
year, Garber has spent 318 hours conducting such
lectures himself.

the alarm unless we actually catch them with
their hands on the switches.
STUDENTS who are caught face university
judicial prosecution where they may be fined,
restricted or even dismissed from school,
depending on the individual situation, he said.
Non-residents are subject to prosecution in
Rockingham County District Court, where the
maximum penalty is a $1,000 fine or one year in
jail or both, he added.
False fire alarms are a problem on this campus,
he said, adding that fire extinguishers are emptied
by students throughout the year. Even periodic
checks and certification four times a year is not
> enough to keep the extinguishers ready for use in a
In high-rise buildings such as Eagle Hall,
fire.
students don't want to bother with going all the
Students use extinguishers as toys, in what they
way down eight stories whenever an alarm is set
think is a harmless game. Nine' cases of
off, he said. However, fire is always unexpected
discharging fire extinguishers were handled by
and should not be taken lightly, Garber emthe university's judicial system last semester.
phasized.
Garber cited one incident where three days *
Because many false alarms go undetected and
after all 42 extinguishers were filled in Garber
the pranksters are seldom caught, there is little to
Hall, a village-complex dormitory, a fire blazed
deter students from committing the crime.
and all but three extinguishers were empty.
If more students would report the person who
Garber is advocating an increased public
set off the alarm, then there would be less chance
awareness on campus about the dangers and types
of such disruptive action, Garber said. "Otherof fire in an effort to eliminate the apathy that
wise, it's hard for us to prove that a student pulled
students show toward fire safety and prevention.

Ducks survive winter with help from friend
JMU prof
protects birds
from hazards
By TERESA CAVINESS
For the past few winters,
the James Madison University campus has had residents
other
than
the
usual
■—.— <
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Residents of Newman Lake,
the ducks were facing a long,
cold winter about four years
ago when Dr. Thomas Hurt,
coordinator
of
health
education
here,
became
aware of their plight. Noticing
mat they looked hungry, Hurt
bought a 100-pound of cracked
corn and began feeding the
ducks, a practice that he still
continues twice a day, every
day.
For Hurt, the care of the
ducks is a hobby, somrthing
he does for his own peace of
mind. "It's good mental
health for me," he said.
"They are very tame now
and come right on up to you
and eat out of your hand,''
Hurt said, adding that other
people feed the ducks bread
and they are "adequately fat
now."
Originally there were six
ducks, but the number
dwindled to three. Out of his
, own funds, Hurt bought five
ducklings to put in Newman
Lake, first raising them in a
bathtub in his backyard. Over
Memorial Day weekend, 15.
ducklings were hatched near a
dormitory beside the lake, but
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NEWMAN LAKE'S year-long residents are cared for by a JMU health education professor.
only six of those still remain,
he said.
ON MEMORIAL DAY, Hurt
had climbed down into the
lake's concrete spillway three
different times to rescue
ducklings that were swept
over the edge by the water
current He contacted JMU
President Ronald Carrier the
next day and asked that a
screen be placed in front of the
spillway to protect the ducks
from the drop.
Carrier didn't hesitate and
the screen was erected.
However, It has now been
removed. Hurt hopes that the
screen will be put up again in
the spring when more

ducklings are hatched. "It
doesn't matter now because
the adult ducks don't get
swept over the edge," he said.
The ducks face hazards
other than starvation or the
spillway. When the lake is
open for fishing, some of the
ducks get caught in lines.
Four ' situations involving
untangling ducks from suing
have required Hurt's help.
'The ducks walk in it (the
string) and it gets tangled up
on their legs," he said. There
is the potential that the string
will cut off circulation and the
duck.will lose a leg.
OTHER HAZARDS facing
the ducks include automobiles

and natural predators. Last
year during mating season,
some of the ducks began
crossing the road and were
struck
by
automobiles,
resulting in a decrease in the
duck population here.
Other water animals, such
as turtles, prey on the ducks,
especially when they are
young, Hurt said. "It's all part
of the natural chain of events
in nature. I just hate to see
them gone to things like
fishing Tines and automobiles.
Hurt thinks some people
have dropped ducks off at the
lake. The project has never
been sponsored by the
university, he said.
Hurt

would like to see some campus
organization take over the
duck feeding on a part-time
basis as a service project He
also said it would be a good
idea for the buildings and
grounds employees to buy
corn and feedthe ducks once a
day, at least in the winter,
while they were making their
rounds.
Other than the aesthetic
beauty they provide, the
ducks are beneficial in the
spring and summer because
they consume some of the
algae that gathers around the
edges and on the banks of the
man-made lake.
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Location requires renovations

Religious center opening delayed until fall
By LOUIS EACHO
Although University
President Ronald Carrier
approved
an
interdenominational
religious
center in October, the center
will not open until next fall,
according to the Dean of
Students.
The center, which would be
placed in the southern portion
of the basement of Converse
Hall, only needs to undergo
renovations such as carpeting, heating and ceiling
installation before opening,
Dr. Lacy Daniel said.
Although funds for the
project haven't been officially
approved yet by the business
affairs office, Daniel said he
doesn't see any problems with
funding since costs should be
minimal.
"My only concern is to
coordinate all of the Christian
and non-Christian groups on
campus so that every group
has hvput," he said.
Student Government
Association President Dave
Martin plans to form a
committee to discuss the
meditation room with campus
religous leaders.
MAJOR CHRISTIAN
groups on campus comprising
the Ecumenical Council were
led by Carrier to believe that
the meditation room be open
much sooner than next fall,
and that it would be exclusively used by Christian
groups,
according
to
Ecumenical Council
spokesperson Beth Welch.
"We're not trying to work
against anyone, but it would
be very hard for both
Christian and non-Christian

groups to be using the one
meditation room,
Welch
said.
Accepting the apostles'
creed is the only requirement
for being part of the
Ecumenical Council, she
noted, which consists of the
Baptist
Student
Union,
Catholic Campus Ministry,
Inter-Varsity, Wesley
Foundation, Lutheran Student
Movement, Fellowship of
Christian Athletes, and United
Church of Christ.
The Ecumenical Council
was also willing to put up the
necessary funding to renovate
the Converse Hall basement,
but Carrier told them the
funding could be obtained
through the university, while
also making the room
available only for Christian
groups, Welch said.
Having the meditation room
would take the pressure off
several campus religous
groups who use rooms in the
Warren University Union
each week, Welch explained.
Groups such as the Catholic
Campus Ministry have been
criticized for their extensive
use of the WUU and "have to
be real sure every time we use
a room that it's important,"
according to Welch.
THE BASEMENT, which
would fill a great need for
campus
religious
organizations, is large enough
to seat around 150 persons and
provides a 24-hour student
access through its own entrance, Welch said. The room
would also be large enough to
accommodate prayer groups,
Bible
studies,
weekday
masses and could easily be
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CONVERSE HALL'S basement requires
renovations such as carpeting, heating and
partitioned to provide space
for a counseling center.
Different campus religous
leaders could set aside hours
when they would be available
for consultation, she said.
Previously, the Converse
basement was used for the
servicing and operation of
vending machines, but Food
Services was able to move out
over Christmas and into the

New courses offered here
Several new courses are
being offered this semester at
James Madison University,
including a course about the
Soviet Union and Moscow
which features guest lectures
from Jack Matlock, former
charge d'affaires of the
United States Embassy in
Moscow, Dr. Leotus Morrison,
JMU's women's athletic
director, and a member of the
U.S. Olympic Committee.
The course, "Moscow 1980:

The Olympic City," is
designed to provide general
background knowledge
through the lectures and
through 20th century works of
literature and film and will ***
taught by Dr. Donald Pruitt,
assistant professor of Russian
and French at JMU.
Another course, "Human
Values:
The
Classical
Tradition," will present a
body of ideas concerning man
and the quality of human life.

This will include a sampling of
prevailing attitudes in various
periods of Western culture
and motivated, particularly in
German politics and history.
• Mibex.clas* which is being
'offered for the first time in a
block session is "Contemporary
German
Literature in Translation." It
is offered during the fourth
block.

ceiling installation before a religious center
can open next fall.

space under the GraftonStovall Theatre, according to
Don Blume, vending and
concessions official.
Carrier is currently working
with church leaders in
Harrisonburg
and
Rockingham County to endorse and contribute funds for
a chapel at JMU, since he
believes that there are many
people in the area who would

Tired of waiting in line
for your dorm's washer?
Come to Southampton
and end your wait.
1425 S. Main 434-5260

229 North Main Street
Harrisonburg, Virginia
433-2721

W»M«WATI.

One block west of JMU's
Front Entrance 434-794®
Mon. - Wed.
Schlitz 6 pk.
Lite 6 pk.

Anywhere from $250,000 to
$1.5 million would be needed
to construct the facility, according to Daniel, and only
$10,000 is presently in a chapel
fund established at Madison
College in 1956 by interested
supporters and alumni.

SOUTHHAMPTON
COIN LAUNDRY

MWWAY
if 7

donate money for a chapel
who wouldn't donate funds for
other projects, Daniel said.

U TO THE
BRECKINRIDGE SOUND

GOOD GUYS
2.02
2.19

Schlitz Malt liquor 8 oz.cans 1.19
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Busch Gardens attracts talent from JMU
t

.
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University consistently provides greatest number of entertainers
By LOUIS EACHO
"If you're going to work
during the summer, you might
as well be doing something
you enjoy."
With that philosophy 'in
mind, junior music major
Tom Nakamura, along with
numerous
other
James
Madison University students,
auditioned here last Tuesday
for jobs this summer as
performers at The. Old
Country-Busch Gardens, a
theme park encompassing
seventeenth-century England,
France, Germany and Italy in
Williamsburg, Va.
JMU, which has had a
consistent history of providing
the greatest number of entertainers for Busch Gardens
over the past few summers, is
only one of several college
campuses and cities along the
East Coast used as sites to
select performers, according

to
live
entertainment
manager Linda Searls.
"Roughly IS percent of the
entertainers we have had are
drawn from JMU, which is
quite an accomplishment
considering the fact that we go
to 16 locations including New
York City and Washington
D.C, and usually select only
four or five people," Searls
said.
Busch Gardens is looking
for 200 dancers, musicians,
singers,
technicians and
supervisors and novelty entertainers such as strolling
jugglers or minstrels, Searls
said. With Italy becoming the
newest section in the park this
summer, new types of
musicians such as accordionists will be heeded for
the Italian street show, she
said.
AUDITIONS

can

be

anywhere from- one to four
minutes and during this time
"the performer can display
whatever talent they want to
show us," Searls said. They're
rated on overall talent how
well "they sell" their performance and their attitude.
Not everyone can keep a good
disposition, while having to
perform the same show
several times a day all
summer long, she said.
Salaries for performers
range anywhere from $3.50 to
>$5.50 per hour, depending on
experience and the nature of
the act being performed,
Searls said
Most of the talent Busch
Gardens recruits at first is
amateur but aftft* spending, a
summer at the theme park
performing several tunes
daily, students usually perform at a professional level
and are highly sought, Searls
iiiiiniimiiiiiiiiiiiuw
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LADIES BLAZER SALE
Corduroy.
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Now 19.99

Wool...
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Now 24.99

former JMU student Lee
Catlett, who now appears in a
top New York ballet company,
Searls said. Other entertainers have appeared on
television and in Las Vegas as
part of the Marc Wilson Magic
Show, she said.
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/'When I first auditioned a
few years ago I didn't think I
had a chance, since I'd never
danced before. After my first

mm
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my outlook changed by all the
encouragement I received, I
became a dance major here,"
she explained.
Working 50 to 60 hours a
week with only one day off can
quickly teach anyone to be
dedicated, while also having
to sacrifice quite a bit of
leisure time. But the chance to
work with people all over the
country with a lot of talent
makes up for it, Shroyer said.

COME SEC OUR
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION
GREEN $ f LOWERING
PLANTS
CANDLES • ZS% OFF
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Interested in meeting new people?
Relationship Game can help.

Having dates?

Maybe the

The Relationship Game provides a

f

structured way to meet and possibly make new friends with some i
people of the opposite sex. Meetings will be held on Tuesdays
(January 29, February 5 and 12 and finally on February 26) •
:

from 7:30 to 8:30 in Room B of the Warren University Union.

J *

The first three required meetings will be used to get to know ■
people and discuss issues related to dating.
encouraged.

Dating will., be

Some dates will.be randomly assigned and some

will be made by participant's choice.
being a part of the

i
■

2
■

Any one interested in

Relationship Game is asked to call the

Counseling and Student Development

Center at 433-6552 or

Bill Branftbnat 433-8375 after 5 p.m. to sign up.
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summer in the park, and with

HOUSE PLANTS

Now 27.99

47

year in the New York Macy's
Thanksgiving Day Parade,"
Shroyer saidT

*
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"Not only are we performing for thousands of
people each day but we also
film commercials, appear on
TV spots and are seen in
tourist brochures, while also
being featured nationally each

'Working 50 to 60 hours a week
with only one day off can teach
anyone to be dedicated'

EXPOSURE in one's performing field is one aspect
that JMU senior dance
student Stephanie Shroyer has
obtained after three summers
of dancing in various sections
of Busch Gardens.

.§A*ft %£k%

Velveteen..

said.
"We're among the very few
opportunities in the entire
programming field that will
recruit and mold raw talent,"
Searls noted. Performers at
Busch Gardens are given
chances to attend classes in
their performing field at no
cost, and participate in bands,
or plays that are exclusively
student-produced, she said.
In only five years of
operation, "we've had several
performers move on to major
productions,"including

ITALIAN
fFEAST
•All-Yoir Can-Eat Salad Bar
tmmMMMUMM
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Co-op, SGA to protest

Banner decision is permanent, Sachs says
By DONNA SIZEMORE
Unless a policy in the
University Policy Manual is
changed, a. decision that
banners cannotfce hung from
the balcony on Warren
University Union is a permanent one.
According to Chris Sachs,
director of student activities
at James Madison University,
the issue of whether banners
could or could not be hung
from the rafters in WUU arose
last semester.
"I suggested no they can't,"
Sachs said, referring to a
policy in the University Policy
Manual stating that posters,
banners, etc.. cannot be hung
from stairweus and walls.
Until last semester, the
policy had not been enforced.
Sachs cited several reasons
for the implementation of the
policy. One reason is that
there are other spaces in the
WUU that could be used for
the same purpose which are
less conspicuous. Another
reason is that (the) banners
affected the esthetic view of
WUU.
"The decision was made
with
everybody's best interest in the final analysis,"
Sachs said.
The alternative offered to
using the balcony was the
installation of a lighted
billboard to be placed between
the second floor and mezzanine on the west side of
WUU at a cost of $1,000 to the
university, Sachs said, adding
that the billboard has been on
order and should be installed
by the end of the semester.
The decision to implement
this policy has caused a great
deal of disturbance among
many JMU groups that used
the balcony to promote their
organizations.
JMU Service Co-op was the
first
to
openly
voice
dissatisfaction. Sachs attended a meeting of the Co-op
and
the
decision
was

Conservation
opportunities
available
The United States Committee of the International
Council of Monuments and
Sites (US-ICOMOS) is seeking
applicants for Conservation
work projects in Prance and
England for the I960 summer.
Some 120 Americans will be
selected by US-ICOMOS to
work with French students on
conservation and preservation projects at a variety of
historic sites in the heart of
Prance, The opportunity is
made possible by invitation
from R.E.M.E.ART., under
the aegis of the French
Ministry of Culture and Media
and the French Ministry of
Youth, Sports and Recreation.
The two week sessions are
geared to give volunteers the
experience
of
actual
rehabilitation
work
and
familarity with life and activities in nearby villages and
towns, Participants must be
able to communicate freely in
French.
The application fee is $50.00.
" For further information and
application forms, write to
US-ICOMOS Secretariat, 1785
Masschusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington,
D.C.
20036.
Deadline for receipt of api^

discussed at length, Sachs
said. "I felt that I'd met most
of the expectations," he
continued.
According
to
Nathan
Norton, president of the Co-op,
his organization did not
believe the decision to remove
posters from the balcony was
in the best interest of the
students. A petition was sent
to Sachs with signatures of
representatives from 17 JMU
organizations voicing
disapproval of the decision,
Norton said.
Disapproval was based on
the fact that it did not consider
the better interests of the
students, Norton said, adding
that use of the balcony
provides an excellent opportunity
for
publicity
because a lot of students go
through there.

Norton emphasized that
concern was with the policy
itself and not Sachs' decision
to enforce it.
When the
letter was
originally sent to Sachs, the
Co-op was unaware of the
existence of the policy, Norton
said. However, he does not
believe that the policy's
existence weakens the petition
in any way.
According to Sachs, he
received the letter asking him
to reconsider, stating that he

did not feel the reasons the
letter presented were sufficient grounds for change.
Sachs is presently meeting
with individuals who signed
the petition to discuss the
policy and their concern.
Sachs expressed concern
over the petition because he
felt students had sufficient
opportunity to discuss their
feelings when he attended a
meeting of the Co-op.
"I would ha ve been happy to
talk again," Sachs said. "To
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WERNER'S
915 S. High St. 434-6895
Michelob 'World's Finest"

SKI
RENTALS

go out and send a petition is a
little weak."
Co-op is taking further steps
to fight the policy. Plans are
being made to bring the
matter up before the Student
Government Association this
week, Norton said.
"Co-op is not in the practice
of challenging university
policy," he said, adding that
the SGA was in a better
position to do this. "We don't
have the time to handle this
much further," Norton said.

2.29 I
3.79
2.99
2.49
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Busch Premium "Brew For You" 12 pac
Moose Head Canadian Import
AAolson Golden Ale

Budweiser Longnecks & Bar Bottles (24) 6.99
Stroh's Longnecks "Half Quarts"
Complete
Ski Rentals t
.i

SKIS, BOjOTS,
& POLES

(24)

6.99

Blue Ribbon & Schmidt's Longnecks (24)

5.89

KEG ROOM SKI SPECIALS
Pabst Blue Ribbon 7'A Gal. Keg ««

Day $8.00

ICE

Busch Premium 15 Gals, meice
Budweiser "Ski Special" ™K ICE

Night $4.50
at

WOODY'S
SPORTS
WORLD

JQ.95

26.95
16.95

CHECK FOR
WINE CELLAR SPECIALS
Jill Werner JMU Rep.

in Valley Mall

433 - 2244
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You won't find a better stereo system
3
'' ice.
COMPLETE SVSTKT

JVC RSF Watt Receiver
JVC LA II Belt-Drive Turntable
JVC SK 400 II Speakers

oQ'
"rf'i'H'Tir-

Everything you need for great sounding hifi is in this complete stereo system. And you
know it's an outstanding value because it's
from ACE-the professionals!

$539

if purchased
separately

TJOKJdtdHifyQ

discount prices-financing1
26 Pleasant Hill Rd. - Harrisonburg - 434-4722
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A&P
Old Milwaukee 12 oz. 6 pk. 7.69
Pepsi Cola 8 pk. 76 oz. bottle's
plus deposit. 7.09
fir/to's Corn Chips 9 oz. p/cp.

.79

Nabisco Premium Saltines
16 oz. .69
Campbell's Chicken Noodle Soup
70% oz. 4 foV 7.00
Ann Page Peanut Butter ,
(Creamy or Crunchy)3 lb. 2.99

Relationship Game promotes
'dating comfort and frequency*
By KELLY BOWERS
"What do you say after you
say hello?"
This question was the basis
of the ''Relationship Game,"
held at James Madison
University for the first time
last semester, according to
Dr. Richard Wettstone of the
Counseling
and
Student
Development Center here.
Finding a "need on campus
for a structured way (for
students) to meet one
another," Wettstone initiated
the program and will continue
the Relationship' Game this
month.
"The Relationship Game to
a program designed to increase both dating comfort
and frequency of college men
and women,,f Wettstone said.
"It provides a structured way
to meet and possibly make
friends -with some people of
the opposite sex."
TWENTY-THREE students .
participated in the first four-

a date of the participant's
week program.
Wettstone was careful to choice.
establish
the
program's
function from the beginning. • DATES were defined at a
It wasn't, he said, a match- pre-arranged meeting with
making service or a therapy another participant in the
group." Wettstone said.
group.
To facilitate the members'
The Relationship Game
consisted of six sessions, he interaction, a "no-rejection
said. Students met in groups ground rule" was established
for the first three sessions, in he said. A participant could
which exercises were held for not reject another member if
during
the
the participants to get to know approached
v
each other and to discuss program.
Women or men were free to
dating.
The students enjoyed the make contact with others
exercises that were set up, during the last three sessions,
Wettstone said, explaining Wettstone stressed.
Wettstone said the feedback
that they were designed as a
"way of making
non- from the group indicated that
was
threatening contact," since all more "organization
However,
the
participants joined the group needed.
Relationship Game will be
for similar reasons.
The last three meetings held again this semester,
consisted of individual con- beginning Jan. 79 through
tacts between members of the Feb. 26 from 7:90 to 8:S0 p.m.
group. The first contact was Tuesday evenings.
by telephone, and the second
Interested students should
was either by telephone or in call the Counseling and
person. The third contact was Student Development Center.

Spam luncheon meat
12oz.can 7.79
Morton Pot Pie Dinners
Chicken Beef, Turkey, Macaroni
& Cheese
8 oz. 3 for 1.00
Ann Page Frozen Pizzas
pepperonl, sausage,cheese .99 •]
Morve/ Wh/fe Bread

2 /oaves .85

Ched- O - Bit individually wrapped
sharp cheese slices
8 oz. .89
London Broil

7 lb. 2.49

Bottom Round, Swiss Steak ,
lb. 2.29
Cube Steak, Round ,

lb. 2.69

Assorted Pork Chops,

lb. 7.29

■=

A&P Hot or Mild Sausage, lb. .79
Oscar Mayer Meat or Beef
Bologna, 72 oz. 1.49
Whole Fryers,

lb. .47

[White* Pink Grapefruit 4 for 1.00
Lettuce
3 lb. yellow onions

2 for 1.00
08

TltCMAMMT
formerly the Crazy Top Shop

Featuring: TOPS FOR EVERYONE
• from Fashion fops to T-shirts (long &
short sleeve) and other accessories

• SPEC IALIZING IN TRANSFERS •
-lettering and numbering
-custom printing -Greek lettering
NOW INTRODUCING:NIGHT SHIRTS-SOCCER SHIRTS
XXL & XXXL T- shirts
Create Your Own T-Shirt Design from any:
slide
drawing
album cover
photo
clipping
color or Mk/wht.
Hours: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
Located in Valley Mall

434-4824
mmmmm
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"House organ' appeals to faculty and staff
JMNews covers anything from retirement changes to faculty promotions
By LOUIS EACHO
Distributing
necessary
policies and information for
the faculty and staff, the
James Madison Newt acts as
the "house organ" for the
university.
Published weekly during the
academic year and bi-weekly
in the summer sessions by the
division
of
university
relations, the JM News gears
itself to an audience composed
mostly of faculty and staff
members, said Fred Hilton,
vice president of university
relations here.
Short announcement stories
along with indepth features,
comprise most of the fourpage tabloid paper in a
Gckage that is interesting to
reading audience, Hilton
■*•*-•

Of the 2,500 copies of the
newspaper printed each week,
slightly more than 1,000 are
sent out to the faculty and
staff and 400 are mailed to
supporters of the university.
The remaining copies are put
in the ground floor of the
Warren university Union for
students.
ARTICLES DEALING with
anything from retirement
changes to faculty promotions
are of interest to the readers
of the JM News, but would
never appear in Thhe Breeze,
Hilton said. "And that's the
way it should be. "The Breese
has never been expected to

Ptwto by N«ncy PtttWfr

'THOUGH the major emphasis of the 'JMU
News' Isn't placed on student concerns, thev
cover anything that didn't
concern the students," he
noted.
Even though the major
emphasis of the JM News isn't
placed on student concerns or

will from time to time be covered,' says editor
Ben Critser.

interests, they will "from time
to time" be covered, according to newspaper editor
Ben Critzer. He noted a few
examples including a feature
article last year on a studentt

co-op program offered, and
recent stories on the Miss.
JMU pageant and the new
indoor
athletic
facility
< currently
under
construction.

Frequently, stories in the
JM News and The Breeie are
on similar topics, but the
angles taken in* covering the
articles are quite different,
Critzer said. "Our purpose is
to promote the staff and
personnel at JMU . and
describe what they do, while
The Breeze needs to cover the
points that most interest
students." he said.
This was exemplified in
stories appearing in both
newspapers concerning the''
campus post office last
semester. While the major
thrust of The Breese article
was to describe the need to
expand post office facilities,
the JM News wrote about the
people who work there and
what they do, Critzer said. .
VTHE JM NEWS is comprised of four part-time
employees and one practicum
student.
Critzer
has
previously worked for both the
Roanoke Times and World
News and The Dally Progress,
while assistant editor Janet
Wendelken is a journalism
instructor at Mary Baldwin
College. Staff writer Judy
Daniel hass previously taught
French at JMU and. her
husband, Dr. Lacy Daniel is
currently the dean of students
here. Barbara Early, another
staff writer, has previously
been involved in free-lance
writing. Practicum student
Lois Green is a senior communication arts major.

'MARSHALL TUCKER
RAND'
~^r

PLUS GUEST: WILLIE OZ
Sunday, January 27 - 8:00
Godwin Hall
$7.00-ID
$8.00- public

'SEA LEVEL*' CONGRATULATIONS to Don Thompson in winning a
free ticket to Sea Level

Friday, January 25 - 8:00 by callin«the
ApTm
s LINE
Wilson Auditorium
™
reserved seating:
$3.50 - ID
$4.50 - public

-■■■« r
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Undergraduate studies

New degree programs approved
By CINDY ELMORE
The Initiation of 27 new
degree programs at James
Madison University over the
next six years, was approved
by the Commission on Undergraduate Studies here
Friday.
The list now must be accepted by the Commission on
Graduate
Studies
and
Research, the - University
Council and the Board of
Visitors before being sent to

the State Council of Higner
Education
for
Virginia
(SCHEV) for approval.
Those programs previously
approved and ready for impfementationin 1980 and 1961
include: B.S.N. in Nursing,
B.S. In Computer Science,
B.B.A.
in
Agribusiness
Management,
B.B.A.
in
Economics, B.S. in Energy
Resources Management, B.S.
in Trade and Industrial
Education
including
In-

Breeze sponsors
editorial contest
The Breese >
Is
sponsoring an editorial
contest to be open to all
students. The contest is
divided
into
two
categories: editorials and
editorial cartoons. The
topic to be discussed or
illustrated is "The Growth
of
James
Madison
University"-the advantages or disadvantages
of expanding
student

enrollment, campus site
and academic curricula.
The top two editorials
and cartoons will be run in
a future issue. Editorials
should be limited to 3 typed
eges, and cartoons should
2% inches by 3Mt inches.
The winners will be chosen
by
The Breeze's
editorial staff.
Deadline is Jan 28th, 5
pro.

dustrial Arts
Education,
M.F.A. in Art, MM. in Music,
and
Ed.S
in
School
Psychology.
the remaining 17 programs
still require further approval
for their proposed implementation between 1982
and 1966.

committee to examine the
general studies program at
JMU. The committee's tasks
will be:
—to examine the program of
general studies to be sure it is
consistent with die general
philosophy of general studies

THE COMMISSION also
approved of the "National
Teachers Exam," to be
consistent with Virginia state
law which requires students
seeking teaching certification
in Virginia to take the NTE
The test is
not. a
requirement for graduation,
said Dr. Julius Roberson.
dean of the School of
Education and Human Services.

— TO EXAMINE specific
courses that ' have been
brought to the commission's
attention, including courses in
physics, foreign languages,
sociology
and
physical
education, and specifically
those courses which have been
added during the current
academic year,
—to examine the general
studies programs at other
schools, particularly Harvard

It'* a student's right to see
that tests are returned
as promptly as possible .
Without the test students
may earn a degree, but cannot
receive recommendation for
certification, Roberson said,
adding that a cutoff score will
not be mandatory in Virginia
for another two years.
In other business, the
commission agreed to form a

a good head
to make it

University and universities in
Virginia.
Student commission
member Mark Kline introduced three suggestions to
the commission.
Kline recommended
changes to the 1976 Faculty
Senate policy on
final examinations. He
complained that faculty
members should not ne

permitted to require students
to turn in final take-home
exams, sooner than the data
and time scheduled far the
particular course's exam. The
request, which was defeated
by the Student Government
Association last week, was
tabled for further study.
Kline also recommended a
policy
requiring
faculty
members to return tests and
quizzes to students within one
week after they are given.
"ITS A student's right to
see mat tests are returned as
promptly as possible," Kline
sakL
Commission Chairman Dr.
Thomas Stanton disagreed,
stating, "A faculty member
carries out las program in ine
way he thinks will best
educate a student Professors
have many reasons for
banding things back delayed
or in a hurry."
A
general
consensus
defeated the suggestion.
In addition, Kline recommended a policy forbidding
final
examinations from
counting more than 40 percent
of a student's course grade.
"Any hard and fast rule
would seriously limit the
grading procedure," said Dr.
Donald McConkey, dean of the
School of Fine Arts and
Communications.
This recommendation also
was defeated by general
consensus.

ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS
DELTA SIGMA PI
will have a
FORMAL SMOKER
in WUU ROOM D
Jan. 22 & 23
at 6:30
lAAAi

riMMMUMMMMAAAAAAftAAAMWMAAAAAAAAArt

T
fcUIGi '#**"
****PIZZERIA***»
^ Presents:
* * Chicago Style Pizzas * *
Subs & Deli Sandwiches
ABC on Premise
Old Mill & Michelob on tap
-daily lunch specials from 11-2:00
plUs your Favorite import beers
At two Locations:
No. 1 1010 S. Main 433-1101
(in front of Campus)
ON CAMPUS DELIVERIES
Starting at 6pm .-1 lpm. Mon. -Th.ur*j|
• last call 10:30*

'JWMMVn.W"

Ml I'll!

No. 2 1059 S. High Call 433-0077
• DINE IN OR TAKE OUT •
Hours : open 7 days a week
Sun. -Thurs til Midnight
Fri.-Sat. tH 2 am
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SOJBA DIVING

Rate Mileage and Other
Programs" 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in Burruas ill. The
speaker is Timothy Taylor.

EMC speaker

Dr. Terry Rogers, advisor
to the President's commission
on world hunger, wig he
atentX "coikS* ^ctenS Winning commercials
center at 3.30 p.m., Thursday.
A continuous showing of
A 6:30 p.m. potiuck dinner and
award-winning
television
discussion is planned at the
commercials will be shown
Bridgewatar Church
of
Jan. 23 A 24 from 7-9 p.m. in
Brethren, 400 East College St.
Sawhill Gallery in conjunction
For additional information or
with the 58th annual Art
if in need of a ride, callPhilha
Director's Club Expedition.
Oeters or Soosie Williams at
4334312.
Business majors .

Painting exhibition
An exhibition of paintings
by JafU students will be on
display at the HarrisonburgRockingham County
Historical Society from
January 30-31. An opening
reception for the exhibition
will be held from 7-8 p.m.,
Jan. a. The exhibition wul be
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
ly-Friday.

£

.— 4
.-JtcrJ

Attention Business majors:
Are you interested in more
than lust a club? The International Fraternity of
Delta Sigma Pi will have

-

Panel discutsiojj

formal smokers Tuesdays and
Wednesdays at,«:30 p.m. in
room D of the Warren
University Union.
Relationship game
Are you interested in
meeting new people? Having
dates? The relationship game
provides a structured way to
meet people of the opposite
sex. The program consists of
three meetings on Jan. 19,
Feb. 5 and Feb. 12 from 7:308:30 p.m. in Room B of the
University Union. Call the
Counseling and
Student
Development Center at 4336562 or Bill Brannon at 4338375 to sign-up.

COURSE LEADING TO
INTERNATIONAL YMCA
AND PAIN CERTIFICATIONS
~

HELD 8-NOON SUNDAYS
BEGINNING JAN. 27 A JMU'S
SPACIOUS GODWIN HALL POOL

AIR 8 GEAR RENTAL AVAILABLE

EXPERIENCE SOMETHING NEW. REGISTER NOW!
TRIPS ARRANGED FOR CERTIFIED DIVERS TO

• FLORIDA KEYS* BAHAMAS* WRECKS* LOCAL QUARRIES

14 E. Water
Harrisonborg, Va.
433-2177

LAND

(Acroti Front little Rocqutt)

EA
PASSAGES

AD NOT PAID KM WITH STATE FUNDS

I
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'To Fight or Not to FightThe Christian's Choicee^will
be the topic of a panel
discussion 6:30 p.m. Wednesday at the Wesley Foundation, flM S. Mason St Panel
members will be Dr. Paul
Cline, Political Science *
Geography Dept.. Dr. William
CaOahan,
Philosophy
A
Religion Dent, and Jim
Barnes, a graduate of Eastern
Meraonite Seminary. The
Wesley Bible study will be
held at 8 p.m.

J&ltfcu ;,:'. .-

ycjro^

Management
^

Three 13-week non-credit
courses will be offered by
JMU's Management
Development Center* this
spring. The three courses,
beginning the first week of
February, ere entitled "Small
Business
Management,"
''Supervisory Management,"
and "Middle Management
Review." For further information,
contact
Dr.
Jackson Ramsey at 433-6731 or
4334MB.

Historical Society
The Wayland Historical
Society will meet at 7:00 p.m.
Jan. 22" in Jackson, l B. All
interested
persons
and
members are encouraged to
attend; plans win be made for
the semester's activities and
lectures.

If you can easily read the above lines, you may have the kind of language talent that the
National Security Agency needs.
Opportunities now exist for candidates skilled in the languages shown, plus certain other
unusual foreign languages as well. Those selected will be able to make valuable contributions
in the production of national defense intelligence.
The National Security Agency offers a variety of challenging assignments for language majors
... translation, transcription, area research projects, to name a few. Newly-hired linguists .
receive advanced training in their primary languages and can plan on many years of continued
professional growth.
Intellectual challenge is part of NSA's language, too . .. plus attractive surroundings in our
suburban Maryland headquarters. Salaries start at theGS-7 level-for BAdegree graduates, plus
pr
all the usual benefits of Federal employment.
U. S. citizenship is requiredSchedule an NSA interview through your College Placement Office. Or call us collect at
(301) 798-8161. Mr. Bernard Norvell. College Recruitment Manager, will be happy to talk, with you.
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
Attn: M32R
• >
Fort George G. Meade, Maryland 20755
An Equal Opportunity Employer m/f

Class rings
The Josten's representative
will be in meeting room A of
the Warren University Union
Jan. 34 from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. for
any junior who wishes to order
a class ring.

Service co-op
Apply for the opportunity to
help yourself, help others, and
to help us. The Service COOP
needs creative, motivated and
service-oriented students to
fill the positions of publicity
chairperson and fund-raiaing
chairperson. If interested
contact the Service CO-OP at
ph. 6613 or Cathy Garr at ph.
4156, Box 1645 by Jan. 31.
Math colloquim
The JMU Department of
Mathematics and Computer
Science 'Will
offer
a
coJhyfcunentitled "Message

I...
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Stout TewW
A brief bok at what's happening around the nation, around the world
1

Egypt to boycott?
CAIRO. EGYPT<AP>-Egypt will probably
boycott the 1960 Olymic Games in Moscow if
the Soviet Union does not withdraw its troops
from Afghanistan, the head of the Egyptian
Sports Council said Saturday.
The official, Youssef Kamal Abou-Ouf, said
the final decision would be made about a week
before the scheduled opening of the Winter
Games in mid-February in Lake Placid, N.Y.
"If the situation in Afghanistan is unchanged, (here is a 90 percent chance Egypt
will boycott the Olympics," he said in a
telephone interview.
He explained that in Egypt's view, the
Games mean "peace, friendship and morality.
But the Soviet attack on Afghanistan is totally
opposed to that spirit So, if Egypt participates
it would in fact be encouraging aggression, and
that is impossible."
Seven Egyptian teams have trained for the
Games:
basketball, soccer, shooting,
wrestling,
gymnastics,
diving,
and
weightlifting. .

,-.',UA. #*to

Disco owners sentenced
NEW YORK<AP) The co-owners of the Studio
54 discotheque have been ordered to report to
federal prison next month to serve 3>A years
for evading taxes, on revenues from their
Manhattan celebrity hangout
Steven Rubell and Ian Schrager also were
fined$20,000 apiece on Friday by U.S. District
Judge Richard Owen, who told them they were
guilty of "a fraud against the U.S. government."
Rubell and Schrager were told they can
remain free until Feb. 4, when they must
surrender at a federal prison.

WASHINGTON (AP)-A union leader's decision
to ignore a personal plea from President
Carter means millions of tons of U.S..grain
destined for the Soviet Union remain piled in
barges, railway cars and grain elevators
around the United States.
Thomas Gleason, president of the International Longshoremen's Association, said
Friday he isn't ready to allow his dockworkers
to start loading the shipments to Russia,
despite a personal request Thursday from
Carter.
Gleason called the boycott Jan.9 in
retaliation for the Soviet military intervetion
in Afghanistan, an act that had prompted
Carter to halt shipment of 17 million metric
tons of wheat and corn to the Soviet Union.
■ But Gleason's action also blocked delivery of
another 8 million tons of grain that Carter had
not stopped. About 3 million tons of that grain
is piling up and interfering with shipments of
other unrelated cargoes. "We're not lifting
it the boycott so far," Gleason said Friday,
adding that the boycott would continue at least
until Monday. One administration official who
asked not to be named, called Gleason's
decision "short-sighted."

k

China ends talks

Grain piles up

Villiam Douglas dies

WASHINGTON < AP)-Wilha.m O. Douglas, the
former Supreme Court Justice who championed the right to dissent and exercised it
often himself during 36 years on the bench,
died Friday. He was 81.
Douglas retired die court on Nov. 12, 1975,
after serving longer than any other justice in
history.
A lifelong outdoorsman and hiker, he had
been confined to a wheelchair by a stroke
which he suffered the preceding Dec. 31.

PEKING (AP) -China Friday broke off its talks
with the Soviet Union on normahxing PekingMoscow
relations,saying
continued
negotiations would be inappropriate now
because of, the Soviet intervention in
Afghanistan.
A Foreign Ministry spokesman said the
Soviet invasion "threatens world peace and
China's security, creating new obstacles for
normalizing relationships between the two
countries, under such circumstances, it goes
without saying that it is inappropriate to bold
Sino-Soviet talks."
There was no immediate Soviet comment on
the decision.
The Foreign Ministry had earlier called in
the Soviet ambassador in Peking to demand
withdrawal
of
Soviet
troops
from
Afghanistan.which shares a 50-mile border
with China and a 1,200-mile frontier with
Pakistan, China's ally.
>

i

Gold up again
HONG KONG (AP)-The price ot gold climbed
to $823 an ounce here today after soaring more
than $100 on European markets in the biggest
single-day leap in the history of bullion
trading. ... »...."
.-.-..'_■.. .„_
« Ah ounce' ofgcJd for London oeHvery sold for
$823.67 at the end of Hong Kong's half-day
trading session today, up $13.02 from Friday's
close. It had opened at $798.62 an ounce.
At the New York Commodity Exchange, gold
for January delivery rose to a high of $850
before dropping back to $822, up $20 from
Thursday's dose.
London brokers reported Britons were
rushing to sell whatever scraps of gold they
have to cash in on the boom-every thing from
family heirlooms to rings and bracelets. A
similar condition exists in the U.S.
■■■m
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Horns 'energize' Allstars' show

" MS»

By MIKE 8HUTTY
"The been in the back and
that's all you need to know,"
Allstar guitarist Dick Green
announced rather demandingly as they led the sellout
crowd of more than 300
through three
sets
of
dangerously potent rhythm
and blues at last Thursday
night's Center Attic.
From the onset, the band's
rockability energized the
audience into a frenzy of handclapping, foot-stomping, and
grisly rowdiness. By the final
enoore. even ±ha modest of
pamers rouna themselves
twisting and turning with the
12-bar madness.
For most Allstar fans the
band
displayed
several
changes in their musical
flavor: the addition of a
trumpet player and a
saxophonist — a most complementary change indeed as
was demonstra ted throughout
the night Both horns added a
firmer and more forceful
rhythmic base to the blend of
boogie numbers, while tossing
back unprovisattonal exchanges with the guitars. Sax
player Carlo Nout exercised
great versatility adding a

mellow, yet exciting texture to
the blues sound.
I'VE ALWAYS WANTED
HORNS,"band leader and
guitarist Dick Green recalled.
"When you've been playing in
the Allstars as long as I've
been, sticking to the same
basic formula is hampering
your creativity."
One thing has not changed
however, the laissez-faire,
spontaneous combustion that
prompts Green to charge atop
tables and cast his '59 strat'
Xback while
(out his blues
licks. The sets were wellbalanced with rockers and
flavorful blues. Especially
noteworthy was an extended
jam on Otis Rush's, "As The
Years Go By." The level of
excitement stretched high and
carried the evening uke a
bombshell.
Lead singer Lucille Schoetle
gyrated about the stage in her
slinky, silk tights making each
lyric seem sexually potent and
provocative - la femine fatal.
Ft was this lively spirit that
best
characterized
the
Allstars' performance.
Green explains their con-

cert philosophy, "We have
songs structured loosely so we
can spontaneously extend
them by signal. I usually work
myself up, so when I see
something, I Just do it. It's a
feeling that we try to project
- authentic rock 'n' roll/'

"I'VE GONE THROUGH
periods of weeks, even
months, where I feel likes—; I
feel really bad and I'm
depressed all the time, and
the only time I fed good all the
tine, even in these periods, is
when I'm on stage with the
band," Green remarked as he
wiped sweat from his face
after an extended first set.
The Allstars plan to do more
recording in the future and
write more originals.
Green noted mat "right now
blues in general is experiencing a renaissance of
popularity, but ifs basically
something which has already
happened, no one will become
a big star in blues," he added.
As trumpet player, Tony
Pallagrosi summed up, "rock
and roll is a good time; I found
it and that's what I like."

THE ALLSTARS' ballroom show was their first at JMU since
Spring Fever In 1978. The band's first Center Attic performance
sold out. ABOVE: Lucille Schoetle belts sat a blaes number
oaring the AUstar's Thursday sight performance. TOP LEFT:
The band's new lineup sports s brass section, and trumpet player
Tony PaUogresL below. U part of the' energizing' force.

Photo* by
David Rogg
and
Glenn Petty
•.•**f«,tr*tfftrrtrrt
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'Rockit : Chuck Berry's amazing comeback

\

'...Chuck Berry has been more influential on rock
than any other performer before or since.'•••

■ — .

|■^

By BRIAN POWELL
It was 1965, Dwlght D.
Eisenhower was President,
Elvis had never recorded a
gold record, George Harrison
of die Beatles was twelve
years old and Chuck Berry
had just released his first
record, "Maybellene."
Today, as we celebrate rock
arid roll's silver anniversary,
Elvis is two years dead, the
Beatles are but a distant
memory, and Chuck Berry
has Just released a new album
of original material.
"Rockit"(Atco SD 38-118),
is Chuck Berry's first new
release since 1975. It is absolutely his best studio work
since he left the now defunct
Chess Records in early 1966.
Since that date, his albums
Mvg . £een
inconsistent,
unimpressive, and sometimes
uninspired
BUT "ROCKIT"is an exception. With this release.
Berry breaks new ground
while also re-establishing his
reputation as a blues based
"rocker."

Among the best selections
on the LP are "Oh What A
Thrill and I Never Thought,"
two rocking tracks which
should certainly remind fans
of Berry's best works In the
lute 1950s. These cuts and
others would be even better if
not for a vocal double track
which Berry uses on eight of
the album's 10 tracks. This,
along with a repetitious,
somehow flat, rhythm (relax,
it's not disco) on several of the
songs are the album's only
major drawbacks.--1
One selection that escapes
these restraints is a 'slow
blues, "I Need You Baby,"
which is modeled directly on
Elmore James classic "It
Hurts Me Too." A mellow
blues sound, tasteful simplicity and smoothness make
it the most immediately enjoyable cut on the LP. Pianist
Johny Johnson, who has been
with Chuck since the very
beginning, graces tills number
(and the rest of the disc) with
his characteristically rapidfire, high-pitched piano fllb.
Other selections that add
variety to the album include

"California" and "Havana
Moon."
In
"California".
Berry pays tribute to and
sings longingly of the place
that provided much of Ins
inspiration during the late
sixties and early seventies
(consider the album's "St.
Louie to Frisco," "Live at the
Fillmore Auditorium," and
"Sab Francisco Dues").
"Havana
Moon"
la
a
reworking of a romantic
Berry near-hit from the
Fifties that features a Spanish
rhythm and vocal backup
group, with Chuck adopting a
Cuban-South American accent
for effect
Throughout his career,
Berry has displayed a
currious fascination for the
Spanish language and rhythms, and this has resulted in
his writing and recording of
many songs totally or partially in Spanish. This cut,
however, is hi English.
NEW GLIMPSES of Berry
include, for the first time, a
statement about conditions for
the black man hi this country,
on "Wuden't Me:"
"Old boy, be ran a rural step
sign in the South,
And be got la deeper trouble
with his month.
They wouldn't let him phone
or make a bail.
Just let him sit there In that
Dens County Jail....
"He had to break oat of that
Delta County Jaii,
They pat a grand dragon
posse en his trail.
And set
an
Alabama
bloodhound to the line,
Buckln' and Barkta' far a bite
of his behind."
•Wuden't me,
I'm sa glad It
Hound poesies
tea
I'm so glad It

wuden't me,
wasn't me,
ain't my cap of
wasn't me."

Berry lets the prisoner
escape, and las whereabouts
remain unknown.
It hi
perhaps significant that the
character in the song is unnamed; many black writers,
like Ralph Ellison, have used

CHUCKBERRY
strikes a classic paae

this tactic to make their
characters representative of
<»11 blacks. This is a topic that
Berry has never before dealt
with directly, (although the
implications of "Brown Eyed
Handsome Man," released in
1955, are obvious). Berry has,
throughout his career, been
genuinely enigmatic on this
Eint, his intentions unclear,
t at this stage of bis career
be probably sees no reason not
to express himself forwardly.

ef themes.
IT HAS been written many
times by many different
writers that, had be only been
white, Chuck Berry would
have been as commercially
successful, possibly even
more successful, than Elvis.
The point is debatable, but
finally insignificant, for no
amount of , speculation, or..
.debate can change' UM.paatV •

What is significant however,
is that Berry's contributions
as a guitarist, and, more
importantly, as a song writer,
have ultimately been as influential
on
following
Snerations of rock per■mers (and audiences) as
any artist or group before or
after, Presley's voice and
awesome stage presence not
withstanding.
The final track on the album
is one of Berry's best
songwriting efforts ever. In
"Pass Away," Berry explains, (through the character
of a Persian king, of all
things), what your English
professor might call "the
mortal
condition
of
humanity.'' The lyrics are

Like, even this, shall anas
away."'

y

Towering over the village
square.
Thirty meters la the ah*,
Rase his states carved In
stone.
As the kteg stood there atone,
Gazing at his sculptared
name,
Said to himself, 'So what Is
fame?'
'Fame, It's bat a slow decay,'
Even this.ihall pass away.'"
In the past, Berry has occasionally experimented with
songs such as this one, hi an
apparent attempt to convince
his followers that he is indeed
a writer of substance Thia

'Berry include; for the first time,
a statement on the conditions of
the black man in this county
'"■^V-'-'i.v.
spoken,
not sung, accompanied by a heavy baas'
line a nd abs tra ct guita r work
by Berry. The lyrics themselves are excellent:

"la the revel of his court.
At the zenith of his sport.
When the palms of aU hia
guests, Barned with clapping at his
seat.
He among his figs and wine.
Would cry, Oh, loving friends
of mine,'
'Pleaiuret may come, bat
they cannot stay,'

song certainly satisfies these
efforts, and has an additional
cryptic meaning when one
considers that thia la very
possibly the last original work
he will ever release
Artistically, "Rockit" la an
amazing comeback.
The
album is a clear example of
Berry's continuing talent as a
lyricist and musician, And
while all of this is indeed true,
perhaps
the
pea test
significance of this album is
that it simply shows that
Berry has survived a quarter
century of rock and roll, and,
at age 53, is still able to
"Rockit"

Artfile

Awards show
By LAURA MOUNIE '
Posters, magazine ads, newspaper and editorial ads,
and art illustrations are the major works being shown
the "58th Annual Awards of The Art Directors Club Arts
Show" in the Sawbill Art Gallery in the Duke Fine Arts
Building through Jan. 25.
Art treatment and new trends hi advertising are
feafcr: VI. the Aow along with three reels of award
winning television commercials. 'The show presents a
wider graphical representation of art work," stated
Alan Tschudi, assistant professor of graphic design.
Since most students usually read the advertisements
in magazines and newspapers, this show should appeal
to them. It represents some of the best advertising
techniques. " Most of the students on campus see
photographs of advertisements in magazines and
newspapers, but this way they get to observe the actual
size and color of the art," added Tschudi.
There is also a private showing by photograi
William Giles in the gallery. His photographs port
living experiences through excellent lighting effects.
Jitsuo Hoashi and* Leonard Mizerek designed the
show. Award classifications are gold, silver and
honorable mention. Exhibition chairman for the show
tins year is Peter Blank, with co-chairman Everett
»lvorsen Other section chairmen are Sal Lanarotti,
torial; Robert Farber, print; Donald Adamec,
promotion and graphic design; ■ and Harvey Garbor,
television.
The Art Directors Club was formed iriwao. and held
their first showing in 1921. The works being shown
represent the best art pieces from the United States and
Canada. From 13,000 entries, over 1,000 were originally
chosen. "Much better art is being produced and
recognized by this art group," according to Tschudi.
A few of the more interesting pieces currently
exhibited at the Sawhill are: Art and Illustrationdesigned by Ray Graff and illustration by Wilson
McLean for the Pabst Brewing Company. Magazine
Advertising-art director ana designer is Peter
Coutroules representing the Olin Ski Company. PostersArt Direction by Botoslaw Czernysz, for the Time, Inc.
The Fiber Arts Invitational Art Show will be the next
showing in the Sawbill Gallery. It will run January 86
»» tfyV February 8,
■*

A \
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Dukes survive letdown, Tigers
Team tops smaller Towson State on manpower
By DENNIS. SMITH
Sometimes it's known as a
mental letdown. Other times
it's known as the big-win
blues. Whatever term one
may use, the results are the
same^a sloppy, less than
inspired effort
The
James
Madison
University men's basketball
team survived just this illness
and beat Towson State, 63-57,
Saturday night at Godwin
Hall. The win unped. JMU's
record to 11-4, while Towson
fell to 4-10.
"I thought we were ready to
play tonight," said the Dukes'
head coach Lou Campanelli.
"But obviously I was wrong.
We were flat We just couldn't
get things going against
Towson.
,
"Why? I don't know. I think
we were just getting tired. We
played a lot of games in the
last few weeks and it's starting to get to us."
The first symptoms appeared last Monday in the
Dukes' 63-52 win over East
Carolina.
Obviously,
the
Dukes were still remembering
their big 53-51 win over
Virginia
Commonwealth.
JMU committed 17 turnovers
and barely survived several
Pirate rallies, before running
away at the end.
Wednesday night the Dukes
weren't quite so lucky. JMU
lost the ball 20 times and
dropped the game to Rich-

mond by nearly the same
amount 64-50.
AFTER THE CONTEST,
Campanelli said "It's like we
needed a night off." Saturday
night against the Tigers, the
Dukes had just that—a night
off.
The Tigers just didn't have
enough manpower to play
with JMU, despite the Dukes'
many efforts to keep the game
close. This time JMU turned
over the 1*11 19 times
"I don't know what was
happening
out
there,"
Campanelli said. "We just
didn't seem to have any
emotion. We have to have
emotion to play well. We
couldn't get the crowd going,
and the crowd couldn't get us
going."
In front of nearly silent
capacity crowd, the Dukes let
two opportunities to ice the
game melt before their eyes.
JMU rattled off eight
unanswered points with five
minutes gone in the second
half for a 41-33 lead, only to
allow the Tigers to score six
consecutive points to cut the
margin back to two.
Tyrone Shoulders bit a 17foot jumper to move the
Dukes up, 49-42, with nine
minutes remaining. This time
Towson outscored JMU, 7-2,
during the ensuing two
minutes to tighten the score,
51-49.

THE DUKES HIT 45.7
percent of their floor shots,
nearly five percent lower than
the team's season average,
while grabbing 33 rebounds
which is also five below their
average.
The majority of JMU's
points came inside over the
Tigers' small front line
(Towson floored a front line of
two 6'5" post men and a 6'4"
swing player). Steve Stielper
hit seven of 11 shots and five of
six free throws for 19 points,
and Shoulders added 13 points
and 10 rebounds.
Towson led through the first
10 minutes of the game, but
reserve Dan Ruland hit a 17foot banker to put the Dukes
ahead 10-9. From that point,
JMU never trailed.
The Tiger's 6'1" bomber
Michael Lyles kept the game
tight in the first half on longrange jumpers from 22 feet
and out.
The game remained the
same for most of the second
half. The Dukes scoring inside
and Lyles and forward
Michael Sharp bombing over
JMU's continually changing
defense.
LYLES FINISHED the
Sme with 16 points on eight
* 18 from the field. Sharp
finished with 13 on six of 12
from the floor and one of three
from the free throw line.
Monday night, the Dukes
will host the University of
North Carolina-Wilmington at
Godwin Hall. Campanelli
promises a more inpired
Dukes' performance and
hopes the crowd will join the
team reawakening.
"We'll be ready to play
Monday p>«K*"- ^A^Campanelli. "They've ' got two
horses in the middle, so we'll
have to be ready for them. I
hope the crowd will also come
prepared..

'" Phcfc 6r BllV T«r«ng«o

Dan Ruland Hre$ over Tiger defender.

Gymnastics teams sweep Tech
By CLIFFORD MILLER
The , James,
Madison
University gymnastics teams
travelled [to Blacksburg on
Saturday for a dual competition with Virginia. Tech.
Both JMU teams won. The
men topped the Gobblers,
152.1 to 139.1, and the women
also defeated Tech, 114 to 96.

> by Bill Tarangiio

A tough night. Steve Blackmon
.,\ 'A/'.v:
loses rebound in crou}4^^[

The Dukes took first, second
and third places in the allaround competition. Dave
Carter had 33.95 points,
followed by Steve Tornell in
second place and Dave
Rawlings in third. The
Duchesses captured first and
second place in the all-around
competition. Holly Bachand
scored 29.4 points and Ann
Czapiewski had 29.35.
In'ttae men's' stogie.events',

Dave Carter took first place
on the pommel horse with a 5.1
and first on vaulting with a
score of 8.5. There was a
three-way tie for second oh
vaulting
between
Steve
Tornell, Brian Winslow and
Dave Rawlings with 8.4
points.
The still rings were won by
Cliff Miller who had a score of
7.5 and Ron Hulshizer took
second with a 5.5.
Carter also captured two
second places with a 5.05 on
the parallel bars and a 7.0 on
floor exercise. Dave Rawlings
with a near fall on high bar,
managed to place third in the
event.
In the women's single
events, Maureen . Ranney
plaoed firstrvauKWg with- A

8.45, followed by Holly
Bachand with an 8.3 and
Czapiewski with an 8.2.
On the uneven bars,
Bachand (7.3) placed first,
with Angie Muse (7.05) second
and Czapiewski (6.9) in third
place. Czapiewski also won
the balance beam event with
7.25 and Holly Bachand placed
second with 7.15.
In the floor exercise,
Czapiewski placed second and
Bachand placed third. It was
the only event the women
from Tech woa
This weekend, the women's
team will be travelling to the
Carolines to meet with North
Carolina and South*Carolina,
two excellent teams who have
never lost to JMU. The Dukes

.
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Wrestling

Panthers overpower young Dukes, 23-18
By RICH AMACHER
"We just didn't have the horsepower," said James Madison
University's wrestling coach Dick
Besnier The Dukes dropped their
third consecutive match, this time to
the University of Pitt-Johnstown, 2318, Friday.
The Panthers' David McGowan
blew out Bradley Platt, scoring five
first-period takedowns to post a 13-4
118-pound decision.
Prank Huchrwski of UP-J routed
JMU's Alex Boyer, 17-8, in the 126pound class. Huchrwski had six
takedowns in the match, four of them
coming in a flurry of action at the end
of the third period. Boyer managed to
escape the holds of Huchrwski five
times to avoid a superior decision.
Gary Curwin thumped the Panthers' Mike Barnes. 15-5, to1 record
JMU's first triumph. Curwin came
out aggresively getting a takedown in
the opening seconds, then he scored a
near-pin just one minute into the
match.
He got one more takedown before
the period ended to mount a 7-2 lead.
Curwin scored three more takedowns
in the match, but couldn't pin the
elusive Barnes.
* 'T ',

IN THE 142-POUND class, Johnstown's Jim Vitalie slipped past
Tommy Stewart, 4-1. Vitalie earned
points on a first-period takedown, a
second-period escape and riding time.
Stewart managed just one point on
an escape with 36 seconds left in the
match.
The Dukes' ISO-pounder Randy
Denbigh and the Panthers' Frank
Pascarella fought closely in a battle,
in which Denbigh came out on top, 7-6.
Pascarella led at the end of round
one, 2-1. With 1:50 left in the second
period, Denbigh scored twice with a
takedown and a near-fall. Pascarella
got a reverse to keep it close as
Denbigh led, 64.
Pascarella scored another reverse
with 1:35 left in round three to tie the
score. With 42 seconds left Denbigh
managed the decisive escape to post a
7-6 victory and pull the JMU within
four points of UP-J, 11-7.
Barry Gresch crushed the Dukes'
Tom Kinter, 16-7, in a 158-pound
match. Gresch held a 5-0 lead after
two periods and blew open the match
in the third, when he scored three
takedowns and a near-fall.

Heavy weight Tony Elhajj pins hit opponent (bottom left), then celebrate*
(top left). Bob Ceriminera struggles in hii 190-pound loss, while 177*
pounder Dan Corbin holds Panther opponent in action Saturday.
JMU'S MIKE GALLO and UP-J's
John Revesz struggled to an 8-8 draw
in the 167-pound weight class.
After a scoreless first-period, Gallo
took a 7-4 advantage in the second
round on a reverse, a takedown, and a
near-fall.
In the third period. Revest tied the
match with 2:20 left when he made a
takedown. Gallo then got an escape
with 20seconds remaining to lead, 8-7.
But, Revesz was awarded a point for
riding time forcing the tie.
The Dukes' Dan Corbin held on to
edge Dan Revesz, 3-2, in 177-pound
action.

Corbin got credit for one point when
Revesz got penalized for an Illegal
hold. With 47 seconds left in the
second-period Corbin almost pinned
Revesz and was awarded a near-fall.
The win cut Johnstown's lead to six
at 18-12.
Darren Schriff, the Panthers' 190pounder, reeled off 12 first-period
points to inihilate JMU's Bob
Ceriminera, 22-6.
Schriff s barrage of points came on
the strength of two takedowns, -two
near-pins, and a near-fall. Schriff got

-

decision upping UP-J's lead, 23-12. TONY ELHAJJ kept the final score
respectable when he pinned UP-J's
heavy weight Sean Issan with 34
seconds left in round one. Elhajj won
in grand style in his first college
match.
^^
besnier liked the wins of Curwin and
Gallo.''Curwin did a real fine job for
us," Besnier said. "And. Mike Gallo
wrestled well against a tough kid. We
still aren't aggressive enough on our
feet"

'

•
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s handleLongwood despite errors
By DAVID PARKER
In a game marred by turnovers and missed shots,
James Madison University
easily defeated Longwood
College, 68-55, in women's
basketball
Saturday
at
Godwin Hall
It turnovers are any indication as to how a team will
fair, then the 33 giveaways
that the Duchesses had would
certainly leave one to believe
that JMU was on the losing
end.
However, not to be outdone,
the
Lady
Lancers
of
Longwood turned the ball over
35 tunes.
Despite the fact that the
game was very sloppily
played, the Duchesses did
have control for most of the
game, with Longwood cutting
a 23-point lead to 12 in the final
minute to make the game look
closer than it really was.
"I thought we played well,"
commented junior, forward
Kathy Railey, "Despite the
turnovers, we did manage to
play togpjher. as a,toam,;v ;

Turnovers and missed shots mar JMU's win
The scoring
for the
Duchesses was well balanced
with junior forward Cathy
Hanrahan leading the way
with IS points and 11
rebounds.
Super-sub Anne Sonoga,
who is in the top 10 in just
about
every
offensive

every time Longwood seemed
to be making a comeback at
the Duchesses.
The game started on a slow
note with the Duchesses out
front 12-8, after eight minutes
of play. But JMU never did
trail and slowly built their
lead up to ten following a fine

defense throughout most of
the game and Longwood,
shooting iust 30 percentage
from the field, could not seem
to break through for a basket.
With less than three minutes
remaining in the first half, the
Duchesses ran off a string of
eight unanswered points and

'I thought we played well Despite the turnovers,
we did manage to play together as a team.'
—- ' „-,'

category in the Virginia
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women, came off
of the bench to score 11 points,
pull down eight rebounds and
deal off four assists in 29
minutes of play.
Sonoga hit nine of 10 from
the free-throw line, providing
som*vtsy, important points.

,

steal by Cindy Waddell, and
then a long pass down court to
Donna Firebaugh who hit the
layup and completed the other
end of a three point play.
The Duchesses went up by
11 with 6:36 to play and were
not to be seriously challenged
again.
JMU employed a/tight woe

'

went into the locker room at
halftime with a 37-31 advantage.
JMU started strong in the
second
half,
outscoring
Longwood 166 in the first
seven minutes of play and
took their biggest lead of the
game, 53-29.
Leading the way for JMU
were Barrie Grice and. Ann*

Sonoga who combined for five
steals and helped to turn the
Sme into a runaway with
sir sound, pressure defense.
The Lady Lancers did
manage to give JMU a scare
when they ran off a streak of
10 consecutive points and
pulled to within 14 with a little
under
eight
minutes
remaining in the game.
But Donna Firebaugh
broke the cold spell with a
short jumper followed by two
Anne Sonoga foul shots and
another Firebaugh layup to
seal
the
victory.
The
Duchesses went up 62-43 with
less than three minutes to
play.
Longwood did manage to
cut the lead in the last minute •\
but it was all academic at that
point in time.
"I think that we are finally
putting things together/'
pointed out Kathy Railey,
"After the Clemson Tour*
nament we needed to get
things together and that I
believe, is what we accomplished "today,*"

U
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Alcohol use at outdoor events
to be examined by committee
By TERESA CAVINESS
Toe presence of alcohol at
outdoor events will be studied
by a subcommittee appointed
at a meeting of the Commission on Student Services
Thursday.
The subcommittee will
devote its time to studying
outdoor events as a broad
topic on the James Madison
University campus, but will
not encompass airy such
events at the College Farm.
The study by the committee
will be conducted before any
policy changes will be made.
Approaches the committee
will take in identifying factors
for exploration will be drawn
up by Chris Sachs, director of
student activities, who will
chair the committee.
Other members of the
committee designated by Dr.
William Hall, vice-president
for student affairs, include
representatives from such
campus groups as Interhall
CouncU.Interfraternity
Council, Panhellenic Council,
Commuter Student Committee, University Program
Board, and Student Senate, as
well as various faculty
members on campus.
A proposal to raise the
grade
point
average
requirement for application to

Who's Who in American
Colleges and Universities
from 2.75 to 3.00 was introduced to the commission
for
consideration.
The
proposal will be considered
again at the commission's
next meeting.

In the past three years, only
one student with a grade point
average lower than 3.00 has
been
recommended
for
membership in Who's Who. Of
die 285 applications sent out to
such students, only 20 were
returned.

New York Style Pizza
* *Best Prices in Town* *

Area residents surveyed
for health information
A team of US Public Health
Service personnel will visit
Harrisonburg, from January
18 through February 27, to
conduct the Health and
Nutrition Examination
Survey, designed to gather
valuable
statistical
information on the health of the
American people. The survey,
a program of the National
Center for Health Statistics, is
part of a continuing national
program first authorized by
Congress in 1966.
Over a three vear period
28,000 individuals, ages 6
months through 74 years, will
be asked to participate in the
study. Harrisonburg is one of
65 areas scientifically selected
to produce a representative
sample of the total population
of the United States. Some 425
residents of Greene and

Rockingham counties who fall
into
a
statistically
representative sample of the
area, will be offered a free
physical examination.
interviewers from the
Bureau of the Census and the
US Public Health Service will
call on persons selected in this
area to solicit their participation and to arrange
appointments. Examinations
will be given in the survey's
mobile Health Examination
Center, which will be located
on the parking lot of the
Sheraton Motor Inn, Junction
of 1-81 and State 33. Transportation to and from the
center will be provided to
participants at no cost

.

Large

Medium-*—Small

Cheese

>-

-4.00

-3.50

2.75

1 Topping

r

-4-75

«-2*

T3»

-5.00-

-3.75

—5.503 Toppings(or more)- -6.252 Toppings-

4.25

50V Off Any Pizza
with coupon Offer expires
Feb. 28
$.55 a slice (plus .15 a topping)
STEAK SUBS $1.70 plus extra for topping
CIRO'S EASY CARRY OUT
778 E. Market
Tuesday-Thurs. 11:00-12:00
Friday, Saturday & Monday 11:00-1:00am

»•

Taste the pride of Canada,
Molson.
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SAFETY THRU
REGULAR MAINTENANCE
ALSO SAVES MONEY.

Whether YOU need repairs or just a tune-up. this is the best time to
have it done, because we have plenty ot timeonour hands Later
on, when everybody starts thinking about their bicycle, we'll be
swamped So if you want to beat the crowds, come in now. And
save money!

pet M lasle yj
neatly H\i) vrais of brewing heritage every lime vrxj open
.. cool, (veen bottle of MOI-SON GOLDEN.™
North Americas.oldest brewery fiot its start back
in 178<>. John Molson. our founder, wouldn't recognize

MARK'S BIKE SHOP
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1,600 signatures collected

YAF receives letters in response to petition
hostages.
j&
The State Department
By CINDY ELMORE
"We hold the Government of
response read as follows:
In response to a petition
Iran responsible for the well"Thank you for sending
circulated at James Madison
being am the safe return of
President Carter a copy of the
University by the Young
every single hostage. We are
resolution and petition conAmericans for Freedom, the
deeply concerned about the
cerning the crisis in Iran that
group recently
received
inhuman and degrading
was recently sponsored by the
letters from Congressman J.
Young
Americans
for
conditions imposed on them,
Kenneth Robinson, Virginia
and will not rest nor deviate
Freedom, James Madison
senators Harry Byrd and John
from our efforts until every
University Chapter. We apWarner, and from a State
single American has been
preciate your aeep concern.
Department spokesman.
"For that government to
freed."
Some 1600 signatures were
applaud mob violence and
collected on campus during a
-terrorism, and actually to
five-day period in November
-"We- hope this can be
support and in effect pardenouncing the holding of
achieved through the peaceful
ticipate in the taking and the
American hostages in Iran.
exercise of diplomacy and
holding of hostages is unThe petition was sent to the
international law, which is
precedented
in
human
four above respondents and to
preferable to the other
history. Nations and people
President Carter.
remedies available to the
from around the world have
"I was thinking we might
United States. As the
voiced the condemnation of
have gotten (the-responses)
President has said, "the
Iran and have joined us in
back a little sooner/' YAF
Government of Iran must
Chairman Steve Moberg said.
calling for the release of the
recognize the gravity of the
l*WWWWW***W*0*W***0^M0**m*AA*AAAAAA*A*A**AAA******A

SETTING YOUR SIGHTS
ON HIGHER GRADES?
-A PLACE
TO FOCUS
._.,.-

situation which it has, itself
created, and the grave consequences which will result if
harm comes to any of the
hostages.
The administration
welcomes and appreciates the
restraint that has been shown
by the American people. We
must continue to exhibit such

College
Night

All Nite With The Meal
_: Wednesday Nite

' •-.:**

51 Court Square 434-2809

TtteBfliySkir
9GKWWIJ

• College Level Reading
Techniques Increase
speed and comprehension of
textbook material
Time Management and Study*
Skills Taking Lecture Notes
Studying Textbopks Memory &
Concentration Preparing for
and taking Exams

©

All the
Homemade
Spaghetti
YOU CAN EAT!!!!!
.ttSTiS'Sir' 'or $3.50

Courses Available In

1

constraint despite the intensity of our emotions. The
lives of our people in Iran are
at stake." *
Sincerely,
Hodding Carter III
Assistant Secretary for
Public Affairs and Department Spokesman

CSmam Safe
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Aditional Programs to Improve Spelling,
Writrng~ andf Math Skills
Tutors Available for Several JMU Subject
Areas
For more information Call 6552,
Counseling and Student Development Center,
M
2nd Floor Alumnae
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Madisonman

Classifieds

By Scott Worrier

(..•weriw

OUR HEROES
EATING IN
THE D-HAU-.

*

For SaJe
FOR SALE: Male housing
contract. Call John 434-6179 or
Jim 433-2251. Available immediately.
HOME FOR SALE: 4 miles
south of Grottoes. (Harriston
sub-division). 3 bra , 2 bths,
l.r., dr., kitchen,
full
basement, wood and electric
heat, county water and sewer,
12 per cent owner financing.
Immediate occupancy. (703)
886-3417.
AVAILABLE: One ticket to
Duke-Pitt game, January 26.
Connie Box 1744.

Ermine^
0TTC5 DAUGHTER .GRCTA,
BEING SO usRkE .^GALUY
UA«> To WATCH WWJT Site

TYPING SERVICE: Over 10
years experience; dissertations, theses, etc. 80 cents
per page, you furnish paper.
Call Mrs. Price, 8794038.
OUT OF TIME? NEED TO
GET THINGS DONE? Your
cakes and cookies can be
ready in 24 hours. Cookies,
fudge brownies, decorated
cakes given by you make your
friends love you more than
they do already. They're also
a good way to treat yourself.
Call 433-4254 to make your
order.
%

By Andy Black

RCAUVP

WELL 3V)!>T \CiTE«DAy SHE
NA/ENT otrr IN A YELLOW
RAINCDAVT...

ANt> So/s^ <3UV RAG6E&

^we . vVf5'--A

TA,X

*'

/ NOFOOUN'-

IS* TZ

v

Roommates

By Tom Arvis

Lost
LOST: Gold watch in
ballroom of WUU. If found
please call 4527.

ye**,

ZOOM-

REWARD! Lost bracelet
double strand gold chain.
Sentimental value: If found
Mil Kerry 5089, Box 2955.

Personals
WIZARD: "Everytime I try to
walk away, something makes
me turn around and stay; and
I can't tell you why..." Maybe
it has to do with the spell you
Sit on me...I don't know.
UESS WHO
WIZARD: "Everytime I fry to
walk away, something
ROBBY: You are forever in
debt with me! I charge interest also so you better pay
* u- .~o«. „ *n-j ^.tiddfng,
/

what do YOU think?! SANDY
(I was glad to help out).
HOT NUMBER: Go for it!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MOM!
Hope you have the greatest
22nd birthday Melissa cuz you
deserve the best! Love and
cookies, YOUR LITTLE
BABY FRESHMAN
Be looking. Mondloch Is going
(tolese).
THANKS AGAIN to all those
who helped me overcome my—
"temporary paralysis" at last
week's Halloween. I really
appreciate your concern.
BUI8NE88 MAJORS: It has
been rumored that the finest
business organization is a
dub. We don't think so. THE
BROTHERS OF DELTA
SIGMA
PI
SWING: Hope you're feeling
better. The team will miss you
Wednesday.
HEADPINS
GUESS WHO: Until you
figure out why, maybe you
shouldn't try walking. A
wizard's advice is to be

wrzARrr

'

Wings

By Mark Legan
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FLICKS:
THE BOYS FROM BRAZIL
Tues. & Wed., Jan. 22 & 23
7:30 & 10:00 pm

Tbeqgeater^ttfc
Attention
Guitar Players

---PLUS —
" Wait till you see the weird part."

IWALTER CRAFT

i«iiM«sii

Tuesday, Jan. 21 8:30 p
ALSO:
Guitar Techniques
Workshop
South Ballroom
12-2 pm, FREE

STUDENT
TALENT
• NIGHT •

Jan. 25 & 26 7:30 & 10:00 pm

COMING SOON:

Out - Takes
& Bloopers

*£■■*

Chandler Hall
Came Room
Saturday, Jan. 26

Chris Bliss and the
Reverend Billy Wirtz
*<-.-»» i/3J.-,,,

Thursday
Jan. 24 ^8^0
G/S Theatre

£ i* .§■

Mother's Finest

2/7

Toms

2/14

CHECK
FUTURE ADS
FOR MORE
DETAILS

admission is
FREE
, .;.U..:.L*II

2/7

-^ .^>

8:30 pm

—

Hot Flash

^^
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Kritique

1980 Olympics:
political games

V

J»»-

A positive look at the 1980s
differences—peaceful ones.
By STEVE COOKE
If I could come up with a solution to inflation,
In the next decade our generation will begin
I imagine I'd be addressing Congress instead
making the decisions that will dictate our
of James Madison University, but I have faith
future. As the first president of my lifetime
in our nation. We've overcme many problems said in his inaugural address: 'The torch has
by working together to protect our American
been passed to a new generation." A
generation is said ,to be twenty years long.
Dream.
It seems to have taken another crisis, the
President John Kennedy made that address in
hostages in Iran, to start cringing the
1980. It would appear that his generation's time
American people out of their coma, and to
is up, and ours is left to pick up where his left
off. One of the big questions at this time seems
make us realize we've been drifting. Maybe
we've been too caught up in feeling sorry for
to whether the actions of the prevcious torourselves to rejoin our talents and hearts to
chbearers, under which we were raised, will
leave us in an apathetic, drugged state, or
find a way out of this.
When one gets right down to it,, we're living
force us to take action to insure the future of,
much better now than we did 20 years ago, or
man.
even 10. Our standard of living, our literacy
In the past decade, we've come through
rate, and our life expectancy are among the
Vietnam, Watergate, assassinations and
world's highest We're still one of the major
Jonestown. The finish of the 70s would seem to
superpowers in the world. We've vecome
be a harbinger of a desperate 1980 and the
accustomed to this high, though wasteful,
decade to follow. We are now faced with:
lifestyle that the threat of a slowdown, or
hunger in Cambodia; war or it equivalent in
shortage makes us feel we're going back to the
Iran; and Afganistan; energy shortages; and
dark ages. All it will really take is some adinflation.
I could go on, but I don't want to bring you
justment, for we've come too far to go backdown any more than the past decade already
wards now.
has. Pessimism and apathy are much too
More attention will have to be paid to the
pervasive today, already. I see this as a
conservation and care of our resources. They
numbness resulting from the events of a hard
must be maintained so that they will replenish
10 years. The time has come for us to make an
themselves, and then they in turn will
optimistic, positive attempt at coming out of
replenish us.
this numbed state.
Caring for ourselves and other people will
While we were in a state of shock, technology ' ♦ha ve to be a major cone... as .; JZ." _. '3auleVbe
too easy to let robots and computers do
made great advances in computers, lasers,
everything for us. Impersonality and conmedicine and food production, which gives
formity would undoubtedly set in if we were to
promise of solutions to some of our problems
let our minds and bodies decay by doing that.
such as hunger, energy, and population
Emotions have to remain a big part of being a
growth. The space program is well under the
human, or we risk becoming manipulated and
way towards shuttle craft transportation.
controlled by the very technology we created.
(Nice to know there will be a way to get off if
We must all overcome our fear of impending
the old globe does get blown up, isn't it?)
doom, and begin our effors to avoid it It may
Talk of arms control agreements and
not be easy, but the time has come for us to
economic sanctions as viable tactics in inpick ourselves up out of this depression, stop
ternational disputes is a sign that world
worrying about our problems and start finding
leaders are realizing that war will ultimately
solutions or refining old ones to fit these
lead to total destruction of the earth, and so
II.....
._- -- —
prootems.
-tiiey are looking for new ways to settle their

Crowley's comments

By KRIS CARLSON
At the first formal Olympiad in 778 B C , three kings of warring
Greek principalities signed a sacred truce suspending hostilities
for the duration of the games. With this truce, the Olympic ideal
was born-namely, -"the cultivation of the human personality as a
whole, designed to achieve a balanced development of the individual's physical strength and his moral and civic integrity,"
(from The Olympic Games).
By 338 B.C., however, the games had become a main arena for
Slitical rivalries, with cities bribing athletes in order to purchase
; prestige of producing the world's greatest men.
Under the Romans, the Olympics gained their modern "supranational" character, due mainly to the world-wide scope of
Roman citizenship; but in 393 AD, the games were officially
abolished by Emperor Theodosius in the name of Christianity.
The modern Olympics were born in 1896 through the inspiration
of a Frenchman, and mainly as a result of an increased appreciation of classical Greek education and art, and the
restoration of peace in the post Napoleonic era. Since 1896, only
three olympiads have been eahcelled: those scheduled for 1916,
1940, and 1944-all due to world war.
The modern Olympics are headed by the non-political International Olympic Committee, with each nation having its own
Olympic committee, which are responsible to the IOC alone, and
not their nations' government Thus the "above politics" image of
the Olympics, and the reason for the IOC opposing the U.S.
request to either move.or boycott the 1980 Moscow Olympics
because of the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan,
But despite this claim, the modern Olympics through the years
have developed political significance, just as did the ancient
counterpart.
In 1956, for example, both Red China and Spain boycotted the
Olympics in protest of the Soviet repression of the Hungarian
revolution. Iraq and Lebanon boycotted the games in protest of
the closing of the Suez Canal. And news reporting of the events,
focused on the free world-communist bloc competition to see
which political ideology could produce the "super man."
In 1972, the IOC itself made a political move by baimi
Rhodesia in protest of that country's apartheid government. At
it was also the year that Palestinians kidnapped and murdc
the team of Israeli athletes.
The Olympic games are political. It is futile for the IOC or any
nations to pretend they are not. And after the overwhelming
world condemnation of the Soviets by the United Nations General
Assembly, it is not out of line for the U.S. to ask for a move or
boycott of the Moscow Olympics.
A change in venue would be best in consideration of the individual athletes who have been training for the past four years,
however if a move is technically impossible, then all free world
nations sliuulu ^ycotOtHe games. It is just as fair to ask for
personal sacrifice from athletes as it is from the American farmers. The perpetuation of governments has always required the
sacrifices of certain groups and individuals; it is an inescapable
reality of man's political nature.
Indeed, the boycott is a test of the hierarchy of mah's gamesand under the established rules, there is certainly more at stake
than gold medals in the political arena if the free world condones
the Soviet invasion.
As long as the political community holds a higher value than the
individual to man, then the Olympic ideal must remain an ideal
that is necessarily subject to the pragmatics of reality.
In the history of the Olympics, 1980 may be the end of the second
chapter, with the first ending in 393 A.D. Maybe by the time the
tmro chapter 4s -written, man's ideal can become reatity.

*
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'It is revealed (hat white mice cause cancer'
By KEVIN CROWLEY
With the dawn of (be 1960's,
I have been choosen to peer
into my crystal glass ball and
predict what will occur in the
coming decade.
Unfortunately, my crystal
glass ball is at the cleaners, so
I've been forced to borrow an
acrylic bowling ball from a
friend.
Here, then, is what I see in
the future:
—I see war errupting bet-

ween two major world
powers, in which the leaders
of the warring countries
decide that instead of weapons
only
fresh
fruits
and
vegetables will be thrown at
the enemy.
—I see students rising up
once again to revolt against
the establishment only this
time their disillusionment will.
center around the closing of
"head-shops" nationwide.
7-1 see. the. apace program

being expanded, with two
astronauts not only landing
safely, but actually surviving
three days in the harsh unbearable environment of
downtown Los Angeles.
—I see aliens from a distant
planet 'visiting Earth and
requesting the only two Earth
words they know, "cocaine"
and "rock-stars."
—I see America's premier
sporting event, the. Super
Bowl, being replaced in fan

attendance by the; Battle of
the Network Stars.
—I
see
corporations
replacing
individuals
as
foreign
ambassadors
in
capitalist countries and at the
Annual Corporation Conference, the U.S. will be
represented by "McDonalds
and 7-11.
—I see the end of soaring
gold prices when it is"
discovered that all the gold in
Fort Knox isn't sold at all, but

instead, chocolate bars in gold
wrappers.
—I see the return of saccharine and red dye no. 2 to
the consumer market when it
is revealed that white mice,
and not these products, cause
cancer.
^
•
—I see.. .1 see .. .wait I'm
sorry the bowling ball is
growing cloudy. This of course
means I can no longer see into
the future and my average is
dipping below 200. •

-
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Readers' Foru
$100 donation asked of JMU graduate
To the editor:
I never realized what my
position as a JMU alumnus
would entail until the degree
was final. Since I left the
Madzone I have been bombarded
with
incessant
requests for alumni money. I
suppose they figure Madison
has such a substantial
reputation that its alumni
would enter easily into
lucrative positions
upon
graduation. At any rate, the
Dean Ehlers' (see below)
letter was the last straw,
especially as he was asking
for money for the athletics
department.
I realize that alumni support of any school is important, but as a novice
worker I do not get paid that
well; certainly not well
enough to give $100.00 to the
athletics department which I
always regarded as having
the greatest amount of funds
anyway.
Mary Ruberry
Dear JMU Alumnus:
During this past Summer a
number of us from the
University visited in your
area to promote JMU in
general and our athletic
program in particular. We
were encouraged by the
response we received from
Alumni and we want to keep in
touch with you concerning our

'■'»-**%«

program.
We are now involved in our
annual campaign to raise
funds in support of the JMU
Athletic Program. Much of
our effort is made in the
Harrisonburg area, but we
want to expand the effort to

4

-Every gift is important
include our Alumni. Funds
regardless * of
amount.
received through the camHowever, we have established
paign are used to provide
financial
assistance
for / Giving Clubs which begin at
$100.00 and provide definite
student athletes at JMU.
benefits for the donor. Please
I invite you to join other
contact me if you want infriends of the University in
formation about our Giving
support of this program.
Clubs. You may use the enclosed envelope to make your
gift or request additional
information.

Abortion is infantcide'

To the editor:
I would like to recall what
happened exactly seven years
ago on this day, Jan. 22. It was
on this day that the Supreme
Court passed the bill to
legalize abortion within the
first six months of pregnancy.
It was on this day that the
Supreme Court legalized the
"murder" of the unborn.
Abortion is infantcide. The
definition of infantcide is, "the
killing of an infant; one who
kills an infant" as defined by
Webster's Dictionary. This
means that every doctor who
performs an abortion and
every woman who gives her
consent to have her child
destroyed is performing an
act of infantcide. A fetus is a
human being from the
moment of conception. It is at
that time that life begins. It is
stated in the Bible, in Genesis
1:27, "God created man in the
image of himself, in the image
of God he created him..."

meaning that for every man,
from the fetus to the elderly,
who is killed, God also is being
killed, for man is created in
the image of God. Also stated
in Genesis 3:22, "Man must
not be allowed to stretch out
his hand and pick from the
Tree of Life" and what is man
doing? Man is picking
children from their mother's
womb and therefore picking
from the Tree of Lite and
going against God's command. Just sit and imagine
where the world would be now
if some of the people who
made history had been
aborted. We would probably
be in Russia's hands right
now:
Babies are a human being
just like you and me.
So give them the chance of
seeing
what it really is like to be.
Just imagine if you had been
aborted. Support the unborn.
Give them the chance to live.
Martha Zimmermann

Va Assembly: nothing new

By MARK BOWLES
Virginia's General Assembly convened last
Wednesday and began weeding through the
multitude of legislation that they are currently
faced with.
Among the more controversial legislation is
a proposal by Governor John Dalton to increase the gas tax roughly four cents on the
already nine-cent per-gallon levy. What this
means for consumers is an extra one-to-twodollar increase per-tank of gas in addition to
already escalating fuel prices. Dalton explain
the reason for the proposal is because of
Virginia's fuel frugality in the past year; the
state Department of Highways and Transportation has lost a lot of revenue and thus, is
expected to fall $239.3 million short through
1982 for maintenance of our highways. That's
right, folks, we 're being penalized for conserving fuel.
In an opposite philosophy, however, there la
much legislation left over from the old spirit of
proposition 13. For instance, delegate Shad
Solomon, (D-Bath County), along with 18 copatrons has introduced a bill that would
> abolish the sales tax on drugs. There is also a
bi-partisan measure to phase out the sales tax
on food over a six-year period. Many
legislators oppose the idea unless another
source can be found to make up for the $110
million to be lost in revenue.
Another proposition 13-style bill will,allow.

Virginians to enact laws directly through
inititative and referendum. Because of the
constitutional timetable involved this bill will
be studied for another year.
The Equal Rights Amendment will be back
this year. ERA proponents are hopeful, after
eight consecutive years of defeat, that the
election of ERA-supporter Ray Farland to the
Senate will now give them the 21 votes needed
for ratification in that chamber.
For the second year, there will also be. a
controversial rape bill proposed. The but is
designed to balance the current inequities
between penalties for rape and homosexual
assualt. The bill would establish penalty
degrees for rapists in much the same way
degrees are distinguished for murderers.
Battered wives will receive help if a measure
by delegate Warren G. Stambaugh (DArlington) to finance approximately 12
shelters around the state for abused spouses is
approved. And, in what should cause a lot of
controversy and debate, a bill sponsored by
delegate J. W. O'Brien (D-Newport News), to
raise by two years the age a learner's permit
can be obtained.
In summary, it is doubtful that the coming of
the new decade will bring any dramatic
changes in the Virginia General Assembly, at
least in this first year, since much of the
legislation is merely a re-hash of past
proposals.
^..- .

Your support of JMU is
greatly appreciated and I
offer you ray best wishes for
this
Holiday
Season.
Sincerely,
Dean
Ehlers
Director
of
Athletics
Editor's note: Ruberry wrote
a letter is reply to Ehlers'
request, asking him not to
send her aay mere letters.

Seats in new facility
economic alternative
By LISA DELLWO
. Early in January; the James Madison University Board of
Visitors announced that 2 million dollars originally intended for
the expansion of Godwin Hall would be used instead to build
additional seating in the recreational facility being built across
Interstate 81.
The advantages of this move are numerous. According to a
Jan. 5 HARRISONBURG DAILY NEWS-RECORD article, JMU
President Dr. Ronald Carrier has bad a coliseum on his mind in
the past, but such a structure would cost at least 12 million
dollars, an amount of money JMU cannot afford without either
raising student fees or getting money from private sources.

The cost is less than a coliseum
: or an expansion of Godwin
5

;

:

Although he has not totally abandoned the idea for a coliseum,
creating a field house from the building across the interstate will
be a reasonable and much more economical alternative for the
present. And the cost of adding seats to the new facility is even
more economical than the estimated 3 million dollars that would
be needed toadd seats to Sinclair Gymnasium in Godwin Hall.
When the field house is completed, 6,500 seats will be available
for basketball games, allowing more students to get into the more
papular games of the year, such as last week's game against
Virginia Commonwealth University.
In addition, the new field house will provide an alternative to
the often inadequate Godwin Hall for holding concerts: approximately 7,500 people will be able to buy concert tickets when
the facility is completed. With additional income from Such
concerts, there is a greater probability of getting big-name bands
to play here.
. „. .* . However, there is one possible setback to the creation of a field
house. The facility was originally intended to provide muchneeded space for recreational and intramural sports. The need
for this space still exists, and if the field house is going to be even
partially taken over by varsity sports, then space in Godwin Hall
and elsewhere should be allocated to intramural programs. It
doesn't matter where the space is provided, but faculty members
and those students not on varsity teams should not be pushed
a*ide for the sake of expanding the varsity sports programs.
Provided that space is reserved somewhere for purely
recreational sports, turning the new facility into a field bouse is
the most economical alternative at present to building a new
coliseum. The cost is less than that of a coliseum or of the expansion of Sinclair gymnasium, and even better, it will cost the
students not extra money, as it will be funded by a revenue bond
which will be gradually repaid through university fees.
But the real benefit wflllJeHmat a greater number of JMU
students and faculty members will have the chance not only to
attend university-sponsered events, but also to use university
facilities.
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Munchies
Students make subs to beat midnight hunger pangs
434-BONG, often attracts
attention. "It came about by
accident," Caldwell said. "We
didn't ask for it, and then one
night we just played around
with what would fit the
numbers and be easily
remembered"
A lot of Fog Subs' customers
are regulars. "You get to
recognize the same peoples'
voices on the phone," Peg
Boyle, a Fog Subs employee
and JMU junior, said.

BY TRICIA FI8CHETTI
It's midnight on Thursday,
and the weekend has just
But the beer has lasted
longer than the potato chips,
and you've got a classic case
of the munchies.
Then you remember that
piece of paper someone
shoved under the door the
other night, the one that says
something about a place
called Fog Subs that makes
dorm deliveries until 1 a.m.
Fog
Subs
came
to
Harnsonburg and James
Madison University in September and has since become
so popular with students that
hours were extended to seven
days a week this semester.
"I found out the people up
front at the Stop-In were
putting the phone off the book
on weekends," Bob Caldwell,
Fog Subs manager said. "All
the calls for subs were driving
mem crazy."
9

FOG SUBS IS associated
with a similar operation in
Charljittesville which delivers
to University of Virginia
dorms, according to Caldwell,
a former UVA student.
"I figured since JMU has
more people in dorms than
any other school in the area
that the idea would work
here," Caldwell said.
Fog Subs rents and operates
out of a back room at the StopIn food store on Main Street
next to JMU. On a usual night,
Caldwell works with two
employees at making the
subs, while two or three others
make campus deliveries. All
employees are JMU students.

After initial advertising for
employees, Caldwell said be
has had no problems keeping
help. "I got a lot of response,"
he said. "And since then, I've
hired my employees' friends
and roommates."
Fog Subs employees agree
that working with friends
makes the job enjoyable. "It's
real easy to work there,"
Leslie Chitterling, a junior,
said. "And if for some reason
one of us can't work one night,
we just switch hours."

busiest night'at Fog Subs.
Caldwell said there were
about 70 orders between 9 and
10 p.m. last Sunday, "and
that's a lot of subs for three
people to deliver."
To keep costs down, the only
advertising for Fog Subs is

fliers that are distributed
around campus. "So far, it's
been working pretty well,"
Caldwell said "I always
notice a surge of business
right after some new fliers
have been
distributed."
Tog Subs' phone number,

SHE REMEMBERS one
unusual
incident
when
delivering an order to Shorts
Hall.
"This guy came down to
pick up his order in his underwear," she said. "And he
had a plastic duck sticking out
of liis shorts. It gets pretty
wild' out there' sometimes.
With Fog Subs
now
delivering solely on the JMU#
campus, Caldwell said future
plans may be to expand
delivery to Squire Hill and
Showalter apartments.
"But for now," he said, "I
just want to take one new
thing at a time."

MIKE AGNEW, a senior,
has worked at Fog Subs since
it began making campus
deliveries. "We have to use
our own cars," be said, "but
deliverers get extra pay to
make up for the gas."
Sunday has proved to be the
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FOG SUBS expiated Hi boars to weekdays to cover Undent
demand.

Photos by Chuck Fazio

sun* are pradaced amidst beer kegs la the back roam of Stop-In on Main Street

